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 Designed and manufactured in the UK... top quality equipment that works!  



Designed and manufactured in the UK to provide top qual ity  equipment at  outstanding value for  money 

PRO-SWEEP HORSE MUCK COLLECTOR MSP120W - 1.2m wide powered 
brush which sweeps droppings into a large hopper 10 times faster than 
by hand or vacuum system.

PRO-SWEEP - seen here fitted with the optional tine bar to break up 
’rained-in’ droppings. Wide wheels front and rear are suitable for soft ground.

 Emptying the hopper is easy 
with the geared winch. 

PRO-HARROW LPH200 - 2.0m wide with 3 operating positions from 
mild to aggressive action using 34 ‘Einbock’ spring tines. Perfect for 
grass or gallops and all weather surfaces.

TIMBER HAULER  THT400 -  very strong compact unit with 
tandem axle for easy towing in difficult conditions.

FLAIL MOWER MFP range -  
an extremely versatile product, 
at home on roadsides and lake 
verges as well as grass paddocks. 
Finely mulches all cut 
material which produces 
a great finish.

1.2m wide with triple blades, simple adjustment, 
off-settable drawbar and remote throttle control.

ROTARY MOWER TRM120 -
perfect for the regular
topping of large paddocks. 

Wheels behind option 
allows close cutting up 
to walls and trees, etc.

TIMBER HAULER  THT200 - with gripping cradle turntable 
for extraction of thinnings or large logs.

DECK MOUNTED SPRAYER 
DMS390S - 270 litre capacity and 
9 litre/min pump features a remote control for 
operation from the driver’s seat. Seen here with 
OBS104, 3.0m boom.

TRAILED SPRAYER  TS680 - 600 litre capacity and 25 litre/min pump 
controlled by remote electric on/off and manual pressure regulation.

WEED WIPER  CTF250DSK - applying chemical to targeted plants, 
saving valuable grass and clover, giving excellent results with a fraction 
of the chemical used compared with conventional spraying.

FLAIL MOWER MFT heavy 
duty range - 18hp engine, 
triple belt drive, 
manual clutch and 
hammerhead flails.

Wheels behind 
option is ideal 
for this narrow 
field margin and 
anywhere with 
restricted access.

Pro-Sweep is also perfect for leaves, grass 
clippings, acorns, cleaning yards and roads.

PRO-HARROW - easily operated 
over-centre lever allows effortless 

lifting in and out of work.



ELECTRO BROADCASTER  EBC-TFS120PSL - 130 litre capacity for slug pellets, 
small seeds and granules. Remote on/off with variable disc speed control for 
operation from the driver’s position.

For further information visit dialadigger.co.uk |  email: info@dialadigger.co.uk  |  Call: 0800-0-853-853

BALE TRAILER LBT100 - for round bales up to 600kg. 

Winch system for one person loading and unloading.

The Pro-Grade has an operating width of 2.5m. With the perimeter plough open (as shown) the 
built-up material is pulled in from the side boards - once closed, it allows the rapid levelling of 
the whole area. The over-centre raise and lower lever enables easy transporting to and from the 
storage area, as well as the ability to reverse right into corners. 

ARENA LEVELLER Pro-Grade PG250T - is designed 
to work on a wide variety of surface types, from 
sand to sophisticated rubber-compound surfaces. 

GANG WEED WIPING  CTF750  - 7.5m wide, 
up to 8.5Ha (21 acres) per hour can be achieved 
depending on ground conditions. The units 
‘park up’ to give a transport width of 2.7 metres.

BALLAST ROLLERS  BR150/180 -1.5m or 1.8m wide are ideal for levelling damaged 
grazing paddocks or firming re-seeded areas. Large diameter barrel allows easy towing.

TERR-ATOR  LTA160  - 1.6m wide with 
32 blades to produce slits to break up compacted 
ground, improving drainage and grass growth.

TIPPING TRAILER  TGT400 – 
tapered body for easy empting.

LIVESTOCK FEEDER  LMF870K - 356 litre 
capacity, larger 25x10-12 wheels, tonneau cover 
and sheep fender.

TRAILER  STT400 - 1.5m x 1.0m x 0.38m 
very strong, for general purpose use.

BOWSERS  SLB400/600 -
270 litre or 600 litre capacities with 
flotation wheels for use on soft ground. 
Features include a strong chassis, 2” diameter outlet hose, 
1/4 turn tap and large ventilated lid for easy filling.

GAME FEEDER  EBC-TSS300PH - 300 litres capacity, 
de-mount or trailed models feature a stainless steel 
hopper. 85 and 130 litre capacity models also available. 

TRAILED GAME FEEDER  LGF850 - 340 litre capacity 
which can be increased to 610 litres with an optional 
extension kit, perfect for larger enterprises.

TRAILER  SST407TP - 
1.5m x 1.0m x 0.8m with 
flotation wheels and 
side hinged tailgate, 
an ideal livestock 
trailer, part of a large range.

Slits formed by 
the Terr-ator.



SPREADER LDS120DS - 
ground driven for free-flowing, 
de-icing products. (Not rock salt)

Visit Logic online www.LogicToday.co.uk for:
• Detailed specifications
• Product videos • News & Events

POWER BRUSH S215H - with an operating width of 
1.35m is ideal for rapid cleaning of roads, yards and 
footpaths, etc.

ENGINE DRIVEN SALT SPREADER  
PDS354D - can be secured in a pick-up 
or onto a trailer to provide a versatile 
spreading unit. Trailed model also available.

GROUND DRIVEN SALT SPREADER GDS150R - is the smallest in the 
GDS range and is designed for use with any type of road salt including 
wet rock salt, used behind an ATV, UTV or similar vehicle. It has a 
stainless steel hopper and will spread from 1.5 to 12.0 metres depending 
on forward speed. Seen here in use with an ATV and SNOW PLOUGH S228.

POWER BRUSH UTS215BR - for front use on UTVs has a 1.68m 
width and remote electric controls to angle and lift the brush.

Finance packages available on these products: please see our website for more details

Our national dealer network gives you: 
• Local delivery • Pre-delivery inspection
 • Instruction on delivery • Support and after sales service

Logic builds high standards of safety and reliability into its products. For example all towed products benefit from a swivel hitch built into the drawbar. Where fitted, low ground pressure wheels and tyres all have bead-lock rims. 
These essential features are included without compromise to improve customer safety. Always ensure the vehicle you intend to use with Logic products is suitable for the task. Due to continuous development Logic Manufacturing Ltd. reserves the right to alter specifications without notice.

Dial a Digger   0800-0-853-853 www.dialadigger.co.uk
Videos Available Online
Indicates video of product in action, visit:  
LogicToday.co.uk

L-SE-E

GROUND DRIVEN SALT SPREADER GDS250R - seen here with 
an optional Flashing Beacon GDS106.

GROUND DRIVEN SALT SPREADERS  GDS200R / 250R - featuring a 
choice of standard gearbox for spread widths of 1.5 - 10.0 metres or 
high speed gearbox for 3.0 - 14.0 metres, at speeds between 5-15 mph.

DE-ICING SPRAYER  
TS410S - 270 litre capacity for use with 

specialist de-icing liquids in sensitive areas.

DE-ICING 
MOUNTED SPREADER 
EBC-TSS300PP - 300 litre capacity for specialist 
free-flowing, de-icing products. (Not rock salt)

SNOW PLOUGH UTS201 - 1.8m wide 
with electric raise and lower.  
It has a rubber wearing strip and 
‘break back’ safety system.
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